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UTAH MATTERS 

                      Title:   Five questions on Christmas 
                      Air Date:  12/27/2015 
                      Length:  30                        
                      Guests:  Various -  man on the street interviews 
 
  Description:   Various random Utahan’s are asked about  

what the holiday means and what it has 
become.  

 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Oct 4  
30 minutes 

Episode Nine: The Space of Time Which Intervened: Joseph Smith saw the 
Father and the Son in the spring of 1820 in answer to his earnest prayer. However, 
while it may have been the resolution for his personal crisis of faith it marked the 
beginning of the crisis of persecution that would follow him the rest of his life. This 
episode of History of the Saints deals with the aftermath of that Vision and what 
Joseph described as ―the space of time which intervened between the time I had 
the Vision and the year, eighteen hundred and twenty-three.‖ 
 

 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Oct 11 
30 minutes 

Episode Ten: The Years of Preparation: September 21, 1823, 17 year-old 
Joseph Smith Jr. learned from the angel Moroni of the ancient record buried in a hill 
not far from his home. He expected to receive that record when he went to the hill. 
He could not have known that it would take four years of instruction and intelligence 
before he would be able to receive it. This episode of History of the Saints tells the 
story of those years of preparation. 
 
 
 

HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   
Air Date:      Oct 18  
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30 minutes 
Episode 11: Emma Hale Smith: One of those whose contribution to the 
Restoration is incalculable was Emma Hale. A revelation, now known as Doctrine 
and Covenants 25, referred to her as ―an elect lady whom I have called.‖ Emma 
was Joseph Smith’s wife, companion and confidant. This episode of History of the 
Saints is about her, her family, and those early years.  
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Oct 25  
30 minutes 

Episode 12: Multitudes Were on the Alert: It was just after midnight on 
September 22, 1827, when Joseph Smith and his wife Emma journeyed to the Hill 
Cumorah and there Joseph received the Gold Plates from the angel Moroni. This 
episode deals with the story of those who tried every exertion to get the plates from 
Joseph. 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Nov 1  
30 minutes 

Episode Thirteen: The Three Wise Men of The East: By February 1828, Joseph 
and Emma Smith were living in Harmony Pennsylvania on the Isaac Hale farm. 
Joseph had copied some of the characters from the gold plates and by means of 
the Urim and Thummim had translated a few. This episode tells the story of Martin 
Harris coming to Harmony and taking a copy of some of the characters, with the 
translation thereof, and going to New York City to present them to the learned men.  
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Nov 7  
30 minutes 

Episode Fourteen: The Lost Manuscript: In this episode of History of the Saints 
we tell the story of the Lost Manuscript of the Book of Mormon—the so-called 116 
pages—the Book of Lehi. What happened and what did it mean? 
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Nov 15  
30 minutes 

Episode Fifteen: Oliver Cowdery: Chosen Witness. It was in the evening of April 
5, 1829 when two visitors came to the door of Joseph and Emma Smith’s small 
cabin in Harmony, Pennsylvania. They had traveled 130 miles down from 
Manchester, New York in adverse weather. The two visitors were Samuel Harrison 
Smith, Joseph’s younger brother and the other was 23 year-old Oliver Cowdery. 
Oliver was coming as a man with a purpose. This episode of History of the Saints is 
the story of the early years of Oliver Cowdery 
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HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Nov 22 
30 minutes 

Episode Sixteen: Translating the Book of Mormon: It was Tuesday April 7, 
1829, in Harmony, Pennsylvania when 23 year-old Joseph Smith and 22 year-old 
Oliver Cowdery began translating the gold plates delivered by the angel Moroni. By 
July 1st, a span 85 days, they would produce the 588 pages of the 1830 edition of 
the Book of Mormon. That is the story of the episode of History of the Saints.  
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Nov 29 
30 minutes 

Episode Seventeen: Restoration of the Priesthoods: Joseph smith once said, 
[The Melchizedek Priesthood] ―is the channel through which all knowledge, 
doctrine, the plan of salvation, and every important matter is revealed from heaven.‖ 
This episode of History of the Saints is about the restoration of the Priesthoods. 
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Dec 6 
30 minutes 

Episode Eighteen: The Book of Mormon, A Marvelous Work and a Wonder: 
Joseph Smith completed the translation of the present Book of Mormon text 
between April 7, 1829 and July 1, 1829. When all things of its origins are 
considered, the Book of Mormon is a marvelous work and a wonder—indeed—a 
miracle. That is this episode of History of the Saints.  
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Dec 13 
30 minutes 

Episode Nineteen: Book of Mormon Witnesses: ―Be it known unto all nations, 
kindreds, tongues, and people unto whom this work shall come, that we through the 
grace of God the Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ, have seen the plates which 
contain this record....We beheld and bear record that these things are true. And it is 
marvelous in our eyes.‖ So testified Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin 
Harris—the Three Witnesses. This episode of History of the Saints is the story of 
the witnesses of the Book of Mormon. 
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Dec 20 
30 minutes 
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Episode Two: The First Vision: President Gordon B. Hinckley called the First 
Vision ―The hinge pin on which this whole cause turns….Everything turns on the 
reality of that First Vision.‖ In this episode of History of the Saints we tell the story of 
that monumental and foundational theophany that is so important to Mormonism.  
 
 
HISTORY OF THE SAINTS   

Air Date:      Dec 27 
30 minutes 

Episode Three: The Rise of the Bible: Young Joseph Smith read from the Bible in 
the spring of 1820 and the history of this world was indisputably and dramatically 
altered. It may be assumed that everyone in 1820 had a Bible and that it had 
always been there—and in English, but of course as this episode of History of the 
Saints will show that was not the case. This episode tells the story of the rise of the 
King James Bible from the original authors to the time of Joseph Smith. 
 
 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:      Oct 4   
30 minutes 

The Mystic Symbol 2: Fact of Fiction 

The study of the Michigan relics becomes a complicated matter as Ryan and Alex 
discover evidence of a massive hoax but is there genuine artifacts that can be tied 
to Book of Mormon peoples amongst them? 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Oct 11      
30 minutes 

The Mystic Symbol 3: Ancient Doctrine 

The investigation continues as Ryan and Alex explore ancient mounds in Michigan 
and make an astonishing discovery that has Mormon doctrinal implications and may 
tie some of the artifacts to the Book of Mormon. 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Oct 18      
30 minutes 

The Smoking Gun 1: A Zealous Missionary 
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Investigative Journalist Ryan Fisher travels to Nauvoo, IL to meet with author 
Johnathan Neville who has just uncovered a saga that may rewrite LDS history and 
Mormon culture. 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Oct 25      
30 minutes 

The Smoking Gun 2: Origin of a Theory 

The saga of Benjamin Winchester continues as he his brought before the first 
Church disciplinary council. 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:      Nov 1 
30 minutes 

EPISODE ONE – ―THE REMNANT‖ 
Exodus of Lehi’s family and the Dead Sea Scrolls 
Journalist Ryan Fisher investigates archeological sites in Jerusalem to fill in the rest 
of the story behind the exodus of the family of Lehi from Jerusalem in 600 BC and 
to find out if the prophecy of Lehi and the prophet Jeremiah, that Jerusalem will be 
destroyed if the people don’t repent, was fulfilled. 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:      Nov 8      
30 minutes 

EPISODE 2 
Lincoln and the Civil War part one- ―Lincolns Conversion‖ 
Investigative journalist Ryan Fisher travels to Washington DC to investigate the 
events that led up to President Lincolns second inaugural address in which he 
states that the civil war is a judgment from God on the nation and that the United 
States is a promised land just like ancient Israel.  
 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:      Nov 15      
30 minutes 

EPISODE 3 
Lincoln and the Civil War part two- ―The Nation Converts‖ 
The investigation into President Lincoln’s conversion to the concept that the United 
States is a promised land continues as journalist Ryan Fisher travels to Gettysburg 
to investigate the conversion of the north and how that affected the outcome of the 
civil war.  
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NEPHITE EXPLORER 
Air Date:      Nov 22      
30 minutes 

EPISODE 4 
The Promise Land of Israel – a warning to the United States 
The investigation into this concept that the United States is a promised land leads 
journalist Ryan Fisher to Israel to investigate the rules for living on a promised land 
and to search for connections to the consequences of the US civil war. Airs May 5th 
at  
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:      Nov 29      
30 minutes 

Nephite Technology 1: Weapons of War 

If the last great battle between the Nephites and Lamanites took place around the 
Hill Cumorah in western New York than there should be remains of the battle. 
Investigative Journalist Ryan Fisher sets out to search for the remains of metal 
weapons of war in that area an in the land of Zarahemla 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Dec 6      
30 minutes 

Nephite Technology 2: The Industrial Complex 

Continuing the investigation into Nephite metal weapons, Ryan Fisher searches for 
evidence of a metal making industry that could account for the metal spoken of in 
the Book of Mormon. To do so he meets with a non-LDS amatuer archaeologist that 
made an astounding discovery. 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Dec 13      
30 minutes 

Nephite Technology 3: Secret Military Tech 

Ryan continues the investigation into the Nephite metal industry and munitions 
making with a former GM metalurgist who has documented some new 
archaeological findings that shed new light on the civilization of the Nephites. 

 
 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Dec 20      
30 minutes 
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Nephite Technology 4: The Defenses 

To put the Nephite military technology to test Ryan meets with publisher Wayne 
May at an ancient fort that may have been designed in response to a Nephite 
Lamanite arms race. A situation that has great importance to those today who live 
on the same Covenant land. 

 
NEPHITE EXPLORER 

Air Date:   Dec 27 
30 minutes 

The Mystic Symbol 1: Reopening the Case 

Ryan Fisher sets out with the grandson of Milton Hunter to find and study a 
collection of artifacts that may offer incredible insights into the civilization of the 
Nephies, IF they can be authenticated. 

 


